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A computer model which simulates the processing of requisi-
tions for standard stock material at NSC far. Diego is construct-
ed The model is designed to enabl< C San Diego to determine
those work stations which are bottle >: and to view the
effects of changes in total throughput ".'.me caused by changes
in manpower resources and administrative procedures. Output
from the computer simulation model includes an analysis of
throughput time by issue priority group, and summary data on
work center utilizations and delay times. Total throughput
time is compared to Uniform Material Movement and Issue Priority
System time standards. The automated materials handling system
seems to achieve its goals; however large delays are seen to
occur in the staging area where items await local transportation
These delays are reflected most critically in the statistics
for the percentage of issue priority group two material shipped
an time. Variations of the basic model were analyzed. The
combination of a six day workweek and an increased local deliv-
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I . INTRODUCTION
The Commander , Naval Supply Command, issued in April,
1968, a revised General Objective No. 1:
NAVSUP will provide optimum support in appropriate
categories of supplies and services, responsive to the
requirements of the Navy (including project managers)
,
other supported services and agencies, and allied nations
under the international logistics programs. For general
material, optimum support is that which maximizes requi-
sitions satisfied within the time frame required by the
requisitioner . For technical material, optimum support
is that which minimizes downtime of weapons systems due
to lack of repair parts and components.
In order to minimize downtime in a terminology common
throughout the Navy, the Chief of Naval Operations and the
various Systems Commanders have decided upon operational
availability (AQ ) as the primary measure of readiness.




MTBF + MRT + MADT + MSRT
where:
MTBF = Mean Time Between Failure
MRT = Mean Active Repair Time
MADT as Mean Administrative Delay Time
MSRT = Mean Supply Response Time
The MSRT is the area of responsibility for the Naval
Supply Systems Command. The implementation of GO #1 has to
be achieved in conjunction with GO #2 which states:
NAVSUP will give priority attention in planning and
management to the effect of its actions on the end purpose-
the support of combat and strategic deterrent operations-
and, subject to this overriding objective, will allocate
and expend available resources in a manner to optimize
cost effectiveness.

The supply system has the responsibility of minimizing
the time a user has to wait for his needed material. In
this manner, time saved is a measure of the worth of the
supply system. Prichard and Busseli [Reference 1] enjoined
all managers and supervisors to try to measure the worth of
supply system functions and stressed the importance of seeing
the "link" between the projects and functions that are per-
formed and the reduced response time called for by General
Objective #1.
The Naval Supply Center, San Diego, is tasked with pro-
viding supply and support services to assigned Fleet units
and shore activities in the southern 11th Naval District.
NSC San Diego provides logistic support to 113 ships home-
ported there, the largest number of home-ported ships at any
stock point in the supply system. Two hundred and sixty-nine
shore activities, 57 of which are Navy, receive supply, ac-
counting and computer services from NSC San Diego since it
is the only governmental supply activity in the area. The
nearest DSA activity is 600 miles away. The main operating
areas comprising NSC San Diego are the Broadway Compound in
downtown San Diego; the National City Annex located at the
Naval Station five miles south of the Compound; and the
Point Loma Annex across San Diego Bay.
This report presents the results of a computer simulation
of the processing at NSC San Diego, of customer requests,
both point of entry and autodin referred transactions, for
material that is available at the Center. To move in the

direction of General Objective #1, NSC San Diego is concerned
v;ith minimizing throughput time per customer request subject
to the resources available. The simulation provides a method
to measure throughput time for each of the issue priority
groups of requests for material available, to observe and
measure the delays incurred by a transaction at each step of
the throughput process, to determine utilization rates for
each processing work station, and to evaluate the change in
throughput time that can result by varying such input para-
meters to the model as management policies, customer demand
characteristics, and resources available at the Supply Center

II. THE MODEL
A. SYSTEM TO BE MODELED
Naval Supply Center, San Diego, receives over 100,000
requests monthly, most of which have to be processed for im-
mediate issue from the Center. Presently, NSC San Diego
issues 75,000 items monthly on its $120,000,000 inventory
investment in 125,000 line items. The twelve Servemarts at
the Center issue another 120,000 items monthly with a 33,500
line item inventory of $1 million.
This output portion of the system is the responsibility
of the Material Department, which oversees the physical han-
dling of the material through delivery to the customer. Both
the Broadway Compound and the National City Annex operations
issue, pack, and ship or deliver material. The Broadway Com-
pound concentrates its efforts on binned items, such as re-
sistors, tubes, nuts and bolts; fresh and frozen provisions;
and some bulk materials. The heart of the operation is the
automated materials handling system which automatically trans-
ports an issued item to a packing line. A lotting report,
output from the computer, translates requisitions into issue
documents, arranges them to conform to the storage pattern in
the warehouse and prints the packing line designation on the
issue document as well.
These computer printed picking tickets are then delivered
in batches to the warehousemen for making issues on the

available material. The material is placed in a tote pan
which has signal settings on its side; the settings are read
by "electric eyes" which route the pan along a conveyor sys-
tem running through the warehouse to the packing building.
Thus, a routine requisition from an afloat customer who is
out of the area may be filled and routed to the parcel post
pack line and mailed. Other lines can receive material- laden
tote pans for local delivery, special packing or other cus-
tomer requirements.
National City Annex efforts are devoted to bulk item
movement ranging from dry provisions to boats.
Delivery centers are operated at both National City and
Broadway to get material to local customers. To ensure max-
imum utilization of resources, a central transportation dis-
patcher utilizes a specialized computer-generated tool to
direct deliveries. The tool is the Vehicle Scheduling Program
(VSP) , which determines the optimal use of available trans-
portation assets for required deliveries every day.
Shipping operations accommodate transhipments, as well
as meeting overseas customer demands filled at the Center.
Shipments in FY 19"72 totaled 250,000 measurement tons.
A block diagram of this system is shown in Appendix A.
B. THE SIMULATION MODEL
The computer program was written in the General Purpose
Simulation System/360 language. The simulation utilizes the
real system's input parameters, and, therefore, requires a

relatively large magnitude of bytes (about 260K) of basic
core allocation. This is primarily necessary to allow for
the large input of transactions and for the GPSS parameter
assignments that were programmed with these transactions.
Although the program can be considered fairly efficient in
GPSS terms, the computer central processing unit (CPU) running
time is about 4 minutes for each month of real time simulated
in time steps of 0.01 hours. The length of time required to
reach steady state and the resulting conditions are discussed
in Chapter IV.
For the convenience of NSC San Diego , the simulation
program has an input section at the beginning to facilitate
testing various system parameters. The inputs consist of the
following:
1. Average Total Monthly Requests for Standard Stock
(MRSS) . A low limit of 63,000 is imposed in the
model due to the large variance on the distribution
of a typical daily input. This prevents a negative
demand from ever occurring in the model.
Requisition processing t ime s for each work station
shown in Appendix A. These times are entered as
thousandths of an hour per transaction, and, with one
exception, these data were obtained from the appropriate
Defense Integrated Management Engineering Systems
(DIMES) methods engineering maintenance studies for
each work station. The single exception was the time





Vnot included in the DIMES standards. Therefore
this time was obtained by observinq current procedures
and daily backlogs in editing.
3. The number of personnel assigned to each work station
.
Since the basic model is essentially a one shift op-
eration, the night shift worker in customer services




The quantity of autodin input (AUTOI )
.
J 5. Gross Material Availability (GROSS)
.
j 6. The quantity of prepunched DD-1348 input (PREP)
.
S 7. The quantity of demand exceptions (DEEX )
.
/ 8. Local delivery capability ( DRIVE ) as the number of
truck drivers available to deliver the staged material
to the 9 delivery zones. This represents a line item
delivery capability of 4300 line items per workday and
is based upon current local transportation operating
procedures
.
9. Assignment of transactions to lots is accomplished by
GPSS function GENF2 . The lot number indicates the
GPSS picking priority in the warehouse and is consis-
tent with actual picking priorities. The percentage
of total monthly input assigned to each lot number is
in agreement with the issue priority group percentages
computed from Reference 5. The "other" category shown
with this input variable consists of the percentage




0' TJie distribution of local customer material among
the 10 delivery zones. This is accomplished by
function STAFl and is based on an NSC San Diego trans-
portation study of December 1971.
Additional information on these inputs is included in
Appendix B.
The master clock section controls the processing of trans-
actions by ensuring that work starts each weekday morning at
0730 hours and stops for lunch hours, for overnights at the
end of the daily shift, and for weekends. A work stopage of
two days is programmed every other week at the data proc-
essing punch facility. This is necessary due to the accu-
mulation of punching backlogs from sources (e.g., payroll,
financial, and other biweekly reports) other than customer
issue group three requests.
Generation of customer requisitions is accomplished
daily for an assumed 21 workdays each month. The distribution
of each separate weekday's input is assumed uniform over the
normal workday. The variance of input for each day of the
week, Monday through Friday, was computed from Reference 5.
The transactions are assigned a picking code, a packing code,
and a lot number upon being generated to facilitate program-
ming but without detracting from the validity of the simu-
lation. Normally these assignments are made later by the
computer during the lotting period each night. The trans-
actions are then separated into point of entry and autodin
requests. The processing of point of entry requests begins
12

in customer services editing, while autodin requests go to
editing if they are issue priority group one (IPG1) or to
data processing (CPU) if IPG2 or IPG3.
A messenger system is created in the simulation to pro-
vide for intra-departmental transportation of requisitions
in accordance with standard operating procedures at NSC San
Diego. Presently a messenger run occurs at two hour inter-
vals during normal working hours. The printed picking
tickets are also simulated being delivered to both the
National City and Broadway picking areas at 0730 each work-
day morning.
Customer services editing is the first processing station
for all input except autodin IPG2 and I?G? transactions. The
backlog accumulates in the editing queue from which requi-
sitions are processed in order of issue priority group. After
editing, the requisitions for cold storage items are termi-
nated since they are the only standard stock items not simu-
lated further in the model. The IPG1 and walkthrough requests
are keypunched here if not already prepunched by the customer,
and then they are directly input to the computer CPU by one
of the two remote terminals in customer services.
The walkthrough requests for material in stock are sent
directly to picking at either National City or Broadway as
appropriate. The available IPG1 material requests are delayed
in going over to the picking area in order to simulate their
being carried by messenger. IPGl requests are modeled as if
they were processed over three 8 hour shifts daily vice
13

one shift. This is consistent with existing procedures for
the handling of high priority requisitions.
Any IPG2 requests not prepunched are keypunched and
verified in customer services before the messenger takes
them to data processing for holding until they are input to
the CPU with the IPG3 requests. All IPG3 requests not pre-
punched are delivered by messenger from editing to data
processing for keypunching.
In the Central Processing Unit only that percentage
determined by the gross availability is lotted at midnight
by the computer. A separate program at San Diego designates
those ships that are to receive special processing as HOTSHIPS
once the picking tickets have been printed. These ships are
so designated by the Fleet Commander as a result of current
operational commitments. The HOTSHIPS are lotted separately
and are processed before the IPG2 and IPG3 lots.
NSC San Diego has a separate lotting program that sorts
the material requests according to the number of line items
per customer within each priority group. The maximum size
of a lot is dictated by the number of customers, starting
with the largest customer, that can be in a lot before the
packing line capacity is reached. A second lot and possibly
a third lot may be required to accommodate all the IPG3
requests for a day. The actual lotting procedure has not
been simulated in the model. Instead, the IPG3 requests
have been allotted to three lots daily. This procedure is
assumed accurate in the simulation since the picked material
14

is still waiting in lots to be sent over to packing via the
automated materials handling system conveyer as soon as the
packing lines are ready to receive the material. Thus, three
IPG3 lots each day instead of only one, two, or three lots
would tend to reduce overall average throughput time since
there would be less large lots to finish in picking and
packing before starting a new IPG2 lot waiting to be picked.
At 0730 on the next workday the computer printed picking
tickets are taken to the appropriate floor at the Broadway
Compound or transported to National City. The availability
percentage is assumed to be constant over each issue priority
group. A percentage of the input to the central processing
unit is routed back each morning to customer services for
reprocessing as simulated demand exceptions and warehouse
refusals.
When picking tickets reach the storage areas, the items
are again placed in a queue from which they are picked accord-
ing to the lot number assigned to that transaction. The
IPGl's are picked before the walkthroughs, and both are
disruptive by nature in that they are both picked prior to
any lotted IPG2 or IPG3 transactions. Lotted IPG2 * s are
picked prior to lotted IPG3's, regardless of the lotting date.
To make the model consistent with actual practice, the pro-
gramming allows for a partially completed lot in picking at
the end of one workday to be completed at the beginning of
the next workday before starting a new lot. All walkthroughs




After being packed and marked, the items that have been
packed parcel post and all IPGl's are terminated. This
assumes all IPGls go to shipping for further transfer to
the customer by either air freight or commercial truck or
Quicktrans. This is the actual handling for IPGls unless
the customer is in port, in which case the material is
trucked locally to him. The remaining items, non-parcel
post IPG2 and IPG3, are all assumed to go to staging areas
for local delivery by truck. This assumption is necessary
due to insufficient information concerning shipped material.
The simulation model assigns a delivery zone to each
transaction as it goes from marking to the staging area. The
material is distributed among the 9 zones in accordance with
the size and number of customers for each delivery zone. This
is also the basis for the zone priority delivery schedule
which resulted from a local transportation study conducted by
NSC San Diego. This delivery system is followed in the model
with one exception— the priorities of zones 3 and 9 on
Tuesday and Friday were reversed. This was necessary in
order to eliminate a buildup of material in zone 3 which
in reality would never occur because it would be delivered
as soon as observed by local managers. In effect, twelve
drivers make two deliveries to each of 5 zones on each work-
day. The zones receiving deliveries depend upon the day of




C. OUTPUT FROM THE MODEL
Several types of output measures are obtainable, and
they should be viewed in total in order to grasp the effects
of varying a parameter of the model. The frequency distri-
butions of queue delay time at each of the working stations
together with the more important statistics are shown in the
computer output. The production rate at each work station
is defined as the number of transactions output per man-hour
of effort available. The utilization rate is defined as the
percent of time non-consumable resources are actually doing
productive work. Prichard [Reference 2] warns against plac-
ing too much importance on production rate alone. The easiest
way to maximize production rate is to increase the utilization
rate which can be increased by maintaining a larger backlog
of requests at a given work station. However, if the
utilization rate approaches 100%, then the queue delay time
is higher and so is the throughput time. Utilization rate
in practice can never reach 100% due to such unavoidable
delays as official talking with a supervisor, fatigue, and
training. Based on local purchasing data at NSC Newport,
Ref. 2 emphasized that the sum of the active processing
times accounted for only 1% of their purchasing cycle total
throughput time.
The computer program provides for computing the average
utilization of each work station by taking a random sample
over the normal eight hour workday. The standard GPSS output
17

of utilization was inadequate for our model because it con-
sidered all non-productive offtime as time available for
productive work/ and it considered a facility utilized during
such non-productive time if a partially processed item was
held there at the end of normal working hours.
Before discussing throughput time further, it is necessary
to make clear its definition. Throughput time is the elapsed
time required to complete the processing of a single trans-
action. It is composed of the following four elements de-
scribed in Ref. 2:
1. Active processing time - the time during which some-
one (or some machine) is reading, writing, tran-
scribing, keypunching, proofing, etc., a document or
picking, packing, unpacking, lifting, stowing, etc.,
material. Again using DIMES terminology, it is the
sum of the engineered time standards for all elements
in the process.
2. Off-time - the time material and documents are
waiting because employees are not normally available
to process them. This period encompasses evenings,
weekends, and holidays.
3. Active (or programmed) waiting time - this is the
period during working hours when the document or
material is intentionally unprocessed. Active wait-
ing time encompasses batching at the end of an
operation, movement to a new station, and queuing in
front of the new station.
18

4. Passive (or unprogrammed) waiting time. This is the
portion of total throughput time that cannot be
accounted for by active processing time, active
waiting time or off-time.
It is to be noted that the model developed simulates only
the first three elements of throughput time. Passive waiting
time can also be viewed as the factor that prevents a utili-
zation from reaching 100% in a real work environment. Thus,
the measured average throughput time per transaction will
always be optimistic.
Also, in this model, an increase in availability of
material at San Diego will not result in a decrease in through-
put time unless resources are increased concurrently. This
is due to simulating the complete processing of only these
demands for which material is in stock rather than all the
demands input which are eventually filled through other
methods and/or other echelons of supply.
"Throughput time" or issue processing time has been used
by this study as the measure of the worth of the supply sys-
tem at the Naval Supply Center, San Diego.
Throughput time is defined in this study as the time
elapsed from initial receipt of the material request by the
Center to the material release time. Material is considered
released when (1) the material is physically turned over to
the freight terminal department, or (2) the material is
physically turned over to the Postal Service, or (3) the
19

material is loaded on vehicles for local delivery/pickup.
For purposes of this study, material physically positioned
in a transit shed awaiting local delivery was not considered
released as this material is still under the direct control
and influence of the Supply Center Commander - see OPNAVINST
4614. ID, 22 June 1971, [Reference 8].
The simulation output provides a Supply Distribution and
Inventory Control Report (4000) KAVSU? FORM 1144 (Monthly )
with the significant entries filled in to illustrate what
actually occurred in the simulation. This includes an issue
processing analysis of the percentage shipped on time by
priority group for comparison with the Uniform Material Move-
ment and Issue Priority System (UMMIPS) time standards.
Also provided is an analysis section on throughput time.
Under a given set of input conditions, this section provides:
1. Average throughput time in days for all issue
priority groups combined and issue priority groups
two and three separately.
2. The time in days to issue 95% of all requests com-
bined and separately for issue priority group two
and three. This assumes that the average throughput
time for approximately 75,000 issues per month is
normally distributed.
3. The average number of requisitions in process at an
arbitrary point in time.
These are meaningful measures of effectiveness to observe
when the objective function is to minimize throughput time
subject to available resources.
20

III. VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL
Although the results obtained from the simulation of
operations appear reasonable to the authors and are consis-
tent with past knowledge, a rigorous verification of the
results has not been accomplished. Procedures for validating
the simulation model have been determined and are included
in this chapter. It is expected that validation tests will
be performed at a later date by personnel at the Naval Supply
Center, San Diego.
As a minimum, it is recommended that the verification
test period extend for one month. It is advisable to have
the test coincide with the normal reporting period of the
NAVSUP FORM 1144 and the DIMES monthly reports. These two
reports are the primary data sources for input parameters to
the simulation model. Appendix C lists the data requirements
for inputs to the model during verification.
A minimal verification can be conducted by verifying the
model's frequency distribution of total throughput time (i.e.,
table "TIME" in the model's standard statistical output). A
more complete verification would include the verification of
the distribution of delay time for each work center (see
Appendix D for a listing of work centers)
.
The following verification procedure is suggested:




(2) Draw a random sample on each workday of approx-
imately 35 requisitions for a period of one month.
This sample should be drawn at random for all
sources of input (i.e., hand-delivered, AUTODIN,
mail, message, etc.). *1
(3) Record the date and time that each sample requisition
is received by the supply center.
(4) Record the date and time that each sample requisition
leaves the supply center (i.e., delivered to a local
customer, released to the U. 5. Postal Service, or
released to transportation for a non-local delivery)
.
For a more complete verification, record the date
and time each sample is released to the next work
center.
(5) Collect all data suggested in Appendix C. These will
be used as input parameters to the simulation model.
(6) Input the data from (5) into the model. Reset the
model after a simulated run of one month. Restart
the. model and run for a minimum of six repetitions
of one simulated month.
(7) Tabulate sample throughput data into 15 classes
(i.e., < 1.0 days, <2.0 days, . . . . <14.0
days, £14.0 days). Construct a frequency distri-
bution of these data.
(8) Using the Chi-Square Test for Goodness of Fit, test
the null hypothesis that the simulation model's
distribution function of total throughput time is
22

the same as the sample distribution constructed in
(7). A probability of a type I error of 0.1 would
be a reasonable criteria for accepting or rejecting
the null hypothesis.
(9) If the null hypothesis of (8) is accepted, the model
is considered verified. If the null hypothesis is
rejected, the model is considered invalid.
**• A sample of 35 requisitions per day will yield 700-800
requisitions in the total sample. This sample size was
selected to provide a 0.9 5 probability that the sample
cumulative distribution would be within +0.05 units of
the population cumulative distribution. See Table A-21b






A. THE BASIC MODEL
The results for this simulation model were considered to
be stationary in time after a period of t-:o months. The
average number of requisitions in process at NSC San Diego
at any time is the most important criteria for measuring this
stability or steady state of the system. After the simulation
had run two months, the hypothesis that the average pipeline
(requisitions in process) was the same as the average value
of the third through sixth months of the simulation was
acceptable. Acceptance was based on a t-test with a critical
level of .05. A time period of six months was used to ensure
steady state conditions not only in the basic model discussed
herein but also for each of the variations of the basic model
that were analyzed. Total throughput time was also relatively
stable throughout the six months. The mean total throughput
time was obtained for each of months one through seven. The
coefficient of variation of these mean values over the latter
six months was found to be less than 3%.
Each computer run consisted of simulating for one month,
resetting the model and simulating for a total of six months.
The model would otherwise have been "empty" of demands when
it was first started, and the reset allows the simulation to




The steady state results for the basic model are pre-
sented in the computer output section. The throughput time
for each issue priority group was compared with current
UMMIPS standards. The standards used are two days for IPGl,
three days for IPG2, and 11 days for IPG3. These are the
standards of Ref. 8 for issuing point of entry requests and
were used in the model for issuing the autodin requests also.
The results of the comparison are shown in the issue process-
ing analysis of the 1IAVSUP FORM 114 4 in the computer output.
The IPGl and IPG3 material are more than meeting the time
standards as 100% and 99% respectively are being shipped on
time. The problem area is with the IPG2 material in that
only 6 3% is shown as shipped on time.
Additional information to assist in this analysis is
given in the summary data on NSC San Diego work centers.
This breakdown of the total system throughput time reveals
that the two largest delays are at the Central Processing
Unit - where both issue priority groups 2 and 3 are lotted
together daily - and at the transportation staging area. The
CPU delay time is not only a measure of the active process-
ing time but also the time the requisition waits in data
processing before lotting and the time after lotting until
the requisition is delivered to picking the next morning.
Weekends are also charged against the CPU delay time to
account for the delay of Friday night's picking tickets
waiting until Monday morning before going to the picking
area. This average CPU delay time is accurate for the
25

lotted material (IPG2 and IPG3) . It does not include
either the processed IPG1 and walkthrough requisitions or
the requisitions input to the CPU for material not available.
The distribution of total throughput time was verified
to be a normal distribution by a Chi Square Goodness of Pit
Test. The analysis of throughput time section then shows
the 95 normal percentile of all issue priority group 3
transactions as issued within 6.09 days - well within the
time standard of 11 days and approximately only one-half day
longer than for the 9 5 percentile of issue priority group 2
transactions which have a standard of 3 days.
The greatest single contributor to "throughput time" is
the planned delay in the transportation staging area (i.e.
,
material awaiting local transportation) . Approximately 45%
of the total "throughput time" for material in IPG2 and IPG3
was expended in this staging delay.
Once material reaches the staging area, it is delivered
on a first-in, first-out basis, with no priority given to
IPG2 over IPG3. Some material waits there up to 5 days. Thus,
the inability to differentiate between IPG2 and IPG3 material
in staging contributes to the close correlation of the time
to issue the 95 percentile for these two issue groups. This
is to the advantage of the IPG3 material but certainly is
detrimental to the IPG2 material meeting its time standards.
The tables in the GPSS standard statistical printout
present a comprehensive source of analytical information and
are the basis for the graphs shown in the output. To
26

facilitate use of the tables, their definitions are given in
Appendix E.
B. INCREASING/DECREASING THE DEMAND INPUT
The input parameter, the monthly material requests for
standard stock items (MRSS) , was varied to consider the affect
this parameter has on total throughput time , Increases and
decreases of 10%, 20%, and 30% of the standard model's input
of MRSS=113,500 were investigated. The variation of the
average time to process a supply request (i.e., from receipt
to issue) with the material issues per month is depicted in
Figure 1. In general, the change in MRSS input had very
little effect on the NAVSUP FORM 114 4 Issue Processing Analy-
sis section reflecting the percentages issued on time. In the
case of the lowest input, MRSS-30%, the percentage of IPG2s
shipped on time increased by less than 2% over the base case.
The only case where prescriptive action was taken con-
currently with a change in input was the MRSS+30% case. In
view of the recognizable local transportation problem, a
nominal 25% increase in truck drivers was made in order to
avoid an excessive build-up of requisitions still in process -
awaiting transportation but still in the pipeline at the
Center - in the simulation. The optimal vehicle scheduling
policy used currently by NSC San Diego can adequately handle
an increase of 10% or 20% in demand workload. For these two
increases, the percentages of material shipped on time remained
the same. The time to issue the 9 5 percentile of material
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increased as expected with the increases in demand input.
The increases in the 95 percentile of issues with the
material issues per month is shown in Figure 2. However, an
increase of 30% results in 94,000 issues each month which
would surpass the current iccai delivery capability. In
addition, a 3 3% increase in the demand exception workforce
and an 8% increase in the number of packers at the Broadway
Compound were made in view of the already high utilization
rates at these facilities. Thus, these manpower increases
enabled the MRSS+30% case to maintain essentially the same
percentage levels of transactions shipped on time as in the
base case. The increase in size of the number of requisitions
in process - in the pipeline - with the increase in monthly
issues is shown in Figure 3.
As the demand input was increased, the utilization rates
and throughput time at each work station increased signifi-
cantly also. For the MRSS+20% case, the average increase in
utilization was 16%. The highest increases were 20% at both
the Broadway Compound packing facility and at the customer
services demand exception facility. Figure 4 depicts the
increase in throughput time at the Broadway packing work
station as the utilization of the packers increases.
C. VARYING THE INPUT DISTRIBUTION
To consider the affect of varying the distribution of
daily input for a typical workday, the uniform distribution

























































































































































































































































































distribution of demands at NSC Newport [Ref. 1] was used. This
distribution was used for all issue priority groups. Total
average throughput time per transaction increased about four
hours above the base case. The difference observed was
due to the high morning rate of input with the Newport dis-
tribution which built up a large back;.... -• the customer
service editing facility. This increased the delay time in
the customer services division by almost four hours. The
utilization percentage in editing remained the same in this
case compared to the base case due to the lower afternoon
demand rate
.
D. LIFO VERSUS FIFO IN THE STAGING AREA
The base case was compared with First-in - First-out
(FIFO) versus Last-in - First-out (LIFO) delivery service from
the staging area. The average delay time in the staging area
was the same, and thus is independent of tne order of delivery
service. There was no significant change in the percentage
of IPG2 and IPG3 transactions shipped on time.
E. AN INCREASE IN THE LOCAL TRANSPORTATION DELIVERY CAPABILITY
This run considered a variation in the local delivery
schedule from the existing priority delivery schedule whereby
daily deliveries for each delivery zone were made. The aver-
age total throughput time decreased to 2.65 days compared
with 2.80 days for the base case. An improvement of 5% in the
number of issue priority group two transactions shipped on
time was observed--from 6 3% to 6 8%. The average delay in
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the transportation staging area was reduced 13% compared
to the base case.
F. TWO SHIFT OPERATION WITH DAILY LOCAL DELIVERIES
A two shift operation with daily local deliveries resulted
in a slight change in the average throughput time (2.49 days)
compared to the previously discussed case of one shift
operations with daily deliveries (2.65). The percentage
of issue group two transactions shipped on time increased by
only one percentage to 69%. The total personnel resources
at each work station were held at the same level as in the
base case.
G. SIX DAY WORK WEEK
A six day work week was considered while maintaining the
same personnel resources as in the basic model with no over-
time. Local transportation provided daily deliveries to each
zone. This provides a solution to the problem of issuing the
95 percentile of all IPG2 transactions on time as 9 8% were
shipped within the UMMIPS standards. The average throughput
time per transaction was 1.45 days. The average delay in
the transportation staging area was only 10.18 hours. The
sixth day, Saturday, was used to process and ship IPG2
material. The work week was split so that personnel working
Saturday had a weekday off. The model did not consider
possible additional supervisory personnel required for a six-
day week, nor did it consider that customers may not be
available to accept materials on Saturdays. The sixth day
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of processing transactions allowed both the material normally
held over the weekend in the packing queue Friday afternoon
and the IPG2 material lotted Friday night to be processed
for issue by Saturday afternoon. This enables the backlog
in the system to be comparatively small by eac :< Monday morn-
ing when the heavy demand input begins again. The average
number of supply requests in process '• ; ':!.: n the system de-
creased from 7055 for the base cace tc 1633.
One of the most significant reason for the delay in
IPG2 material is the waiting that occurs over the weekend.
Requests for IPG2 material which arrive on a Friday will not
be "picked" until the following Monday and conceivably not
delivered until later in the week. Consideration was given
to providing priority transportation tc locally delivered
IPG2 material. However, due to the weekend delays, the
authors feel that no significant improvement would occur




"Throughput time" or issue processing time has been used
by this study as the measure of the worth of the Supply System
at the Naval Supply Center, San Diego.
Standards for "throughput time" were provided by OPNAV
Instruction 4614. ID, Uniform Material Movement and Issue
Priority System (UMMIPS) , 22 June 1971. As applied to this
study, issue of 95% of supplies within UMMIPS time standards
was considered satisfactory.
An analysis of the model indicated that, under simulated
operating conditions and management policies, material in
IPG1 and IPG3 are being "shipped on time." However, only 6 3%
of the material in IPG2 is being processed in less than the
3.0 calendar days required by UMMIPS.
The greatest single contributor to "throughput time" was
the active (programmed) waiting time in the transportation
staging area (i.e., material awaiting local transportation).
Approximately 45% of the total "throughput time" for material in
IPG2 and IPG3 was expended in this staging delay.
Once material reaches the staging area, it is delivered
on a first-in, first-out basis, with no priority given to
IPG2 over IPG3. While this is a satisfactory arrangement for
IPG3 material, IPG2 material may be delayed in staging for
three to five days
.
The model was exercised to determine if an improvement
could be made in the issue processing time of material in IPG2,
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Constraining the model with existing resources (i.e., no
increase in personnel or paid overtime) , the simulation in-
dicated that 9 8% of material in IPG2 could be issued in 2.0
days or less by (1) daily deliveries to ail local delivery
zones vice the current policy of two deliveries per week to
a zone, and (2) process and ship IPG2 material on Saturdays.
The model was further exercised to determine the effects
of an increased workload at the. Supply Center (i.e., an in-
creased number of material requests). Bottlenecks begin to
first occur in the Broadway packing operation and the customer
service demand exception unit. As the material requests
further increased, the total "throughput time" was extremely
sensitive to the number of drivers available to make local
deliveries (i.e., "old" material began to back up in staging).
Utilization rate was another output of this model.
Utilization rate is defined as the percentage of time non-
consumable resources (i.e., direct labor) are actually doing
productive work. The model revealed that a high utilization
rate is not necessarily desirable. For example, a 10% in-
crease in the utilization rate in the Broadway packing
operation caused the throughput time to double. In general,
increasing utilization will result in a higher throughput
time
.
Finally, it is important to note that material is being
processed efficiently and effectively from the receipt of the
material request through the system to the packing operation.
A modern, efficient system has been designed to perform
37

this function. However, when the material leaves packing,
the system appears to break down. Much of the time gained
through the Automated Material Handling System is lost in
the transportation staging area. As one transportation
supervisor aptly noted, "It's like a five-million dollar dog













Block Diagram of Flo*/ for Processing
Transactions for Material Available""






































Definition of Parameters to the Basic Model
1. Monthly Requests for Standard Stock (variable MRSS)
.
The average total monthly input of requests for standard
stock material. Ref. 3.
2. Edit processing time (variable EDITP) . The time to edit
one incoming requisition in customer services. Computed
from Ref. 3 as line 3 less autodin requests divided by
average monthly man hours.
3. Demand exception/warehouse refusal processing time
(variable DEWRP) . This is the DIMES standard for one
worker to process one transaction that has been returned
to customer services. Ref. 4.
4. Punch processing time (variable PUNP) . The time to key-
punch and verify one document on the IBM 029/026/870
in customer services or to keypunch and verify one 134 8
document in data processing. Ref. 4.
5. Pick processing times (function FPIC1) . These are the
DIMES work unit standards for picking an individual item
of material depending upon whether it is classified as
bin, bulk, or hotline bin/bulk at either National City
or Broadway Compound. Ref. 4.
6. Transaction designation as to type to be picked
(functions 12 and 14) . These functions designate the
percentages of line item requests that are bin, bulk,
hotline bin/bulk items based upon the percentages of
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DIMES standard daily work hours for each type.
Re f . 4 .
7. Pack processing times (function PACF1) . These are
DIMES standard times for packs converted to times for
individual items corresponding to whether the item
would be part of a light pack, as-received (A/R) light
pack, rough pack, heavy pack, A/R heavy pack, or parcel
post pack at both National City and Broadway. Ref. 4.
8. Transaction designation as to the type of pack required
(function 11) . These percentages were determined from
DIMES standards for each type of pack occurring. Ref. 4.
9. Mark processing times (function MKF1) . These are DIMES
standard times for marking packs converted to times for
marking individual items at both National City and
Broadway. Ref. 4.
10. No. of workers editing (storage EDIT). This is the
number of workers engaged full time in editing incoming
requisitions. This currently is one worker during the
day shift and the night worker handling high priority
requisitions
.
11. No. of workers processing demand exceptions and warehouse
refusals (storage DEWR) . This currently is three workers
12. No. of keypunches available in customer services (storage
PUNCH). This is currently two machines.
13. No. of workers punching issue priority group three DD1348
requisitions in data processing (storage DAPR) . This
was computed using the DIMES standard daily hours
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utilized in keypunching and verifying these requisitions
out of the total standard daily work unit hours. Ref. 4.
14. No. of workers picking material at Broadway and National
City (storages PICK and NPIC) . Ref. 4.
15. No. of workers packaging material at Broadway and
National City (storages PACT and NPAC) . Ref. 4.
16. No. of workers marking material at Broadway and National
City (storages MARK and NKAR) . Ref. 4.
17. No. of drivers available for local delivery of material
(variable DRIVE). Ref. 7.
18. Audodin input (variable AUTOI). This is that portion,
expressed in parts per thousand, of the total average
monthly requests for standard stock input that is not
point of entry input. Ref. 3.
19. Gross Availability (variable GROSS). Ref. 3.
20. Prepunched customer input (variable PREP). This is
that portion, expressed in parts per thousand, of
customer input DDl348's that are received prepunched at
customer, services. Refs. 5, 6.
21. Demand exception input (variable DEEX) . This is that
portion, expressed in parts per thousand, of the input
to the CPU in data processing that result in being
returned later to customer services as a demand exception
or warehouse refusal. Ref. 5.
22. A function which assigns transactions to lots (function
GENF2) . This function assigns a lot number to each
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transaction in accordance with the total percentages
for an issue priority group. Ref. 5.
23. A function which designates material in the staging
area to the correct delivery zone (function STAF1)
.
This function was calculated by converting the data on
the distribution of material by pallets to the ten




Input Parameters Required for Verification of the Model
The following parameters are required for input to the
model verification test:
(1) Material requests for star;cr.rJ stock items, during
testing period.
(2) Issues of standard stock items during testing period
(3) Number of customer requests received on p re-punched
DD Form 134 8m cards during testing period.
(4) Number of demand exceptions and warehouse refusals
by the Demand Exception Unit during the testing
period
.
(5) Number of customer requests received via AUTODIN
during testing period.
(6) Issues of standard stock items from the National
City Annex during reporting period.
(7) Issues of standard stock items from Broadway during
reporting period.
(8) Number of direct labor personnel assigned to the
following work centers
:
(a) Demand Exception Unit
(b) Broadway Picking
(c) National City Picking
(d) Broadway Packing
(e) National City Packing
44

(f) Transportation - average number of drivers















National City Picking Operation
National City Packing Operation















These are the names of the delay time tables found in
the model's standard statistical output. These tables
provide frequency distribution of queue waiting times.
Since processing time is almost negligible when compared
to waiting time, these tables provide gcod approximations to




Definition of Tables in GPSS Standard Statistical Output
Table Definition
ARRIV Frequency distribution of
the day
CPU Frequency distribution of
delay time
DEWR Frequency distribution of
ing delay time
DPPUN Frequency distribution of
delay time
EDIT Frequency distribution of
FRI Frequency distribution of
IGP1 Frequency distribution of
put time
IGP2 Frequency distribution of
put time
IGP3 Frequency distribution of
put time
MARK Frequency distribution of
MON Frequency distribution of
NMAR Frequency distribution of
delay time
NPAC Frequency distribution of
delay time
NPIC Frequency distribution of
delay time
PACK Frequency distribution of
PICK Frequency distribution of











Broadway marking delay time




Broadway packing delay time





SAT Frequency distribution of total demands on a
Saturday
STAGE Frequency distribution of local transportation
staging area delay time
SUN Frequency distribution of total demands en a
Sunday
TIME Frequency distribution of total '-'.::oughput time
THU Frequency distribution of total demands on a
Thursday
TUE Frequency distribution of total Je.raands on a
Tuesday
WED Frequency distribution of total demands on a
Wednesday
WEEK Frequency distribution of total daily demands




SUPPLY DISTRIBUTION AND INVENTORY CONTROL REP0RT(4C00)
NAVSUP FORM 1144 (MONTHLY)
****AVAILABILITY ACTIVITY MATERIAL****
TOTAL MATERIAL REQUESTS ,L IN E ITEMS (01)
EXCLUDED FROM FURTHER COMPUTATION (02)
MATERIAL REQUESTS FOR STD STOCK ITEMS (03)
STANCARD STCCK ITEMS NOT CARRIED (04)
NET MATL REQUESTS FOR STD STCCK ITEMS (05)
STANDARD STCCK ITEMS NOT IN STCCK (06)
ISSUES OF STANDARD STOCK ITEMS (07)
ACTIVITY NET MATERIAL AVAILABILITY (08)
POINT OF ENTRY MATL REQUESTS FOR STD STK (09)
POINT OF ENTRY ISSUES CF STD STOCK (10)















PERCENTAGE SHIPPED CN TIME-ISSUE GROUP 1 (22)
PERCENTAGE SHIPPED CN TIME-ISSUE GROUP 2 (23)






ANALYSIS GF THROUGH-PUT TIME
NAVAL SUPPLY CENTER, SAN DIEGO
****ALL ISSUE GROUP S*:-r-*~
THE AVERAGE TIME TO PROCESS A SUPPLY REQUEST (I.E., FROM
RECEIPT TO ISSUE) WAS 2.80 DAYS
952 OF ALL SUPPLIES WERE ISSUED WITHIN 5.63 DAYS
THE AVERAGF NUMBER OF SUPPLY REQUESTS IN PROCESS! I . E • , BACK-
LOG) WITHIN THE SYSTEM WAS 7355
****PRIORITY ISSUE GROUP 2****
THE AVERAGE TIME TO PROCESS AN ISSUE GROUP 2 REQUEST
(I.E. .FROM RECEIPT TO ISSUE) WAS 2.86 DAYS
95? OF ALL ISSUE GROUP 2' S WERE ISSUED WITHIN 5.57 CAYS
****PRIORITY ISSUE GROUP 3****
THE AVERAGE TIME TO PROCESS AN ISSUE GROUP 3 REQUEST
(I.E..FRCM RECEIPT TO ISSUE) WAS 3.21 DAYS
95? OF ALL ISSUE GROUP 3' S WERE ISSUED WITHIN 6.09 CAYS
***ISSUEC IS DEFINED AS (1) DELIVERED OR PICKEC-UP,
OR (2) RELEASED TO POSTAL SERVICE, OR {3} RELEASED
TO TRANSPORTATION IF NCN-LOCAL
50

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION GF MEAN DAILY DEMANDS
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SUMMARY CATA ON NSC-SD WORK CENTERS
AVERAGE UTILIZATICN OF CAPACITY
AND










NATIONAL CITY PICKING OPERATION
NATIONAL CITY PACKING OPERATION


































































































































































































































































































THF AVERAGF NUMBER OF REOUISITICNS WAITING TO BE PROCESSED
(I.E. .QUEUE LENGTH) WAS 27.35
THE AVERAGE TIME A REQUISITION WAITED AT THIS FACILITY
TO BE PROCESSED WAS .21 HOURS
THE PROPORTION OF TIME THAT A REQUISITION ARRIVED AND
IMMEDIATELY PROCESSED (I.E., NO WAITING TIME) WAS 54.0%
****FACILITY STATISTICS****
THE NUMBER OF PERSONNEL ASSIGNED AS DIRECT LABOR TO THIS
FACILITY WAS 2
THE PRODUCTION RATE WAS 273.3 REQUISITIONS PER MAN-HOUR
THE AVERAGE UTILIZATION RATE CF THIS FACILITY WAS 553















THE AVERAGE NUMBER Of REQUISITIONS WAITING TO BE PROCESSED
(I.E., QUEUE LENGTH) WAS 60.04
THE AVERAGE TIME A REQUISITION WAITED AT THIS FACILITY
TO BE PROCESSED WAS 3.37 HOURS
THE PROPORTION OF TIME THAT A REQUISITION ARRIVED AND
IMMEDIATELY PROCESSED (I.E., NO WAITING TIME) WAS 4.52
****FACILI7Y STATISTICS****
THE NUMPER GE PERSONNEL ASSIGNED AS DIRECT LABOR TO THIS
FACILITY WAS 3
THE PRODUCTION RATE WAS 24.9 REQUISITIONS PER MAN-HOUR
THE AVERAGE UTILIZATION RATE OF THIS FACILITY WAS 66%















THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF REQUISITIONS WAITING TO BE PROCESSED
(I.E..GU C UE LENGTH) WAS 3.56
THE AVERAGE TIME A REQUISITION WAITED AT THIS FACILITY
TO BE PRCCESSED WAS .38 HOURS
THF PROPCRTIGN OF TIME THAT A REQUISITION ARRIVED AND
IMMEDIATELY PROCESSED (I.E., NO WAITING TIME) WAS 54.4?
****FACILITY STATISTICS****
THE NUMBER OF PERSONNEL ASSIGNED AS DIRECT LABOR TO THIS
FACILITY WAS 2
THF PRODUCTION RATE WAS 89.1 REQUISITIONS PER MAN-HOUR
THE AVERAGE UTILIZATICN RATE OF THIS FACILITY WAS 52?













DATA PROCESSING KEY-PUNCH AND VERIFICATION
****OUEUE STATI STICS** 5?*
THE AVERAGF NUMBER OF REQUISITIONS WA
(I.E., QUEUE LENGTH) WAS 402.45
THE AVERAGE TIME A REQUISITION WAITFl
TO BE PROCESSED WAS 8.07 HOURS
THE PROPORTION OF TIME THAT A REOUIS
IMMEDIATELY PROCESSED (I.E., NO WA1TI





THE NUMBER OF PERSONNEL ASSIGNED AS DIRE'
FACILITY WAS 4
LABOR TO THIS
THE PRODUCTION RATE WAS 104.6 REQUISITIONS PER MAN-HOUR
THE AVERAGF UTILIZATION RATE OF THIS FACILITY WAS 55%















THE AVERAGE NUMBER OE REQUISITIONS WAITING TO BE PROCESSED
(I.E. .QUEUE LENGTH) WAS 127.65
THE AVERAGE TIME A REQUISITION WAITED AT THIS EACILITY
TO BE PPCCESSED WAS i.72 HOURS
THE PROPORTION OE TIME THAT A REQUISITION ARRIVED AND
IMMEDIATELY PROCESSED (I.E., NO WAITING TIME) WAS 19.4%
****FACILITY STATISTICS****
THE NUMBER OF PERSONNEL ASSIGNED AS DIRECT LABOR TO THIS
FACILITY WAS 34
THE PRODUCTION RATE WAS 9.1 REQUISITIONS PER MAN-HOUR
THE AVERAGE UTILIZATION RATE OF THIS FACILITY WAS 51%
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NATIONAL CITY PICKING OPERATION
****OUEUE STATISTICS*"***
THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF REQUISITIONS WAITING TO 5E PROCESSED
(I.E. .QUEUE LENGTH) WAS 32.09
THE AVERAGE TIME A REQUISITION WAITED
TO BE PROCESSED WAS 1.40 HOURS
THIS FACILITY
THE PROPORTION OF TIME THAT A REQUISITION ARRIVED AND
IMMEDIATELY PROCESSED (I.E., NO WAITING TIME) WAS 39.8'
****FACILITY STATISTICS****
THE NUMBER OF PERSONNEL ASSIGNED AS DIREC
FACILITY WAS 26
LABOR TO THIS
THE PRODUCTION RATE WAS 3.6 REQUISITIONS PER MAN-HOUR
THE AVERAGF UTILIZATION RATE OF THIS FACILITY WAS 49?















THF AVFRACF NUMBER 0^ REQUISITIONS WAITING TO BE PROCESSED
(I.E., QUEUE LENGTH) WAS 69.29
THE AVERAGE TIME A REQUISITION WAITED AT THIS FACILITY
TO BE PROCESSED WAS .98 HOURS
THE PROPORTION OF TIME THAT A REQUISITION ARRIVED AND
IMMEDIATELY PROCESSED (I.E., NO WAITING TIME) WAS 8.4?
****FACILITY STATISTICS -nJ' >jl> «j* «x>
THE NUMBFR OF PERSONNEL ASSIGNED AS DIRECT LABCR TO THIS
FACILITY WAS 13
THE PRODUCTION RATE WAS 22.7 REQUISITIONS PER MAN-HOUR
THE AVERAGE UTILIZATICN RATE OF THIS FACILITY WAS 65%













NATIONAL CITY PACKING OPERATION
****OUEUE STATISTICS****
THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF REQUISITIONS WAITING TO BE PROCESSED(I.E., QUEUE LENGTH) WAS 5.36
THE AVERAGE TIME A REQUISITION WAITED AT THIS FACILITY
TO BE PROCESSED WAS .24 HOURS
THE PROPORTION OF TIME THAT A REQUISITION ARRIVED AND
IMMEDIATELY PROCESSED (I.E., NO WAITING TIME) WAS 55.0%
****FACILITY STATISTICS****
THP MJNBFR OF PERSONNEL ASSIGNED AS DIRECT LABOR TO THIS
FACILITY WAS 11
THE PRODUCTION RATE WAS 8.2 REQUISITIONS PER MAN-HOUR
THE AVERAGE UTILIZATION RATE OF THIS FACILITY WAS 35%















THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF REQUISITIONS WAITING TO 3E PROCESSED
(I.E., QUEUE LENGTH) WAS 21.31
THE AVERAGE TIME A REQUISITION WAITED AT THIS FACILITY
TO BE PROCESSED WAS .30 HOURS
THE PROPORTION OF TIME THAT A REQUISITION ARRIVED AND
IMMEDIATELY PROCESSED (I.E., NO WAITING TIME) WAS 43.3?
****FACILITY STATISTICS****
THE NUMPER OF PERSONNEL ASSIGNED AS DIRECT LABOR TO THIS
FACILITY WAS 3
THE PRODUCTION RATE WAS 93.7 REQUISITIONS PER MAN-HOUR
THE AVERAGE UTILIZATION RATE OF THIS FACILITY WAS 53%












NATIONAL CITY MARKING OPERATION
****QUEUE STATISTICS****
TH? AVERAGE NUMBER OF REQUISITIONS WAITING TO BE PROCESSED
(I.E. .QUEUE LENGTH) WAS 14.66
THE AVFPAGF TIME A REQUISITION WAITED AT THIS FACILITY
TO BE PRCCFSSED WAS .67 HOURS
THE PROPORTION OF TIME THAT A REQUISITION ARRIVED AND
IMMEDIATELY PROCESSED (I.E., NO WAITING TIME) WAS 16.0?
****FACILITY STATISTICS****
THE NUMBER OF PERSONNEL ASSIGNED AS DIRECT LABCR TO THIS
FACILITY WAS 4
THE PRODUCTION RATE WAS 22.7 REQUISITIONS PER MAN-HOUR
THF AVERAGE UTILIZATION RATE OF THIS FACILITY WAS 51%
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* REQUISITION THROUGH-PUT TIME SIMULATION
* NAVAL SUPPLY CENTER, SAN DIEGO
SIMULATE
GENERATE 16800, ,,,.0 SIMULATE ONE WEEKS ACTIVITY




* THE INPUT SECTION
4 *#*# INPUT VARIABLES****




EDITP VARIABLE 2 < r>«**
GROSS VARIABLE 65 5
MRSS VARIABLE 113500
PREP VARIABLE 38 5
PUNP VARIABLE 6
NCPER VARIABLE 23 3
«
* ****INPUT STORAGE C AP ACIT I ES****
EDIT STORAGE 2 (1)
DEWR STORAGE 3 (2)
PUNCH STORAGE 2 (3)
CAPR STORAGE 4 (4)
PICK STORAGE 34 (5)
NPIC STORAGE 26 (6)
PACK STORAGE 13 (7)
NPAC STORAGE 11 (8)
MARK STORAGE 3 (9)
NMAR STORAGE 4 (10)
* *** CAUTION*** KEEP STORAGE CARDS IN SEQUENCE
* ****INPUT FUNCTIONS****
*
FPIC1 FUNCTION P2,D5 ASSIGN ISSUE TIMES
1,6 8/2,45/3,7 3/4,67/7, 14 5
GENF2 FUNCTION RN1,D8 ASSIGN LOT NUMBERS
. 04 3, 1/. OS 4. 2/. 411, 3/. ^91, 4/. 741, 5/. 905, 6/. 962, 7/1. 0,8
NMKF1 FUNCTION PI, 06 ASSIGN N/C MARK WORK STDS
0,12/1,30/2,33/13,25/23,25/21,0
MKF1 FUNCTION PI, 06
0,0/1,32/2,27/10,26/20,20/21,0
PACFl FUNCTION PI, 06
0,20/1,230/2,34/ 10,0/20,0/21,40
STAF1 FUNCTION RN1,D10
.06,21/. 142.22/. 2 26, 23/. 227, 24/. 345 , 2 5/ . 46 5, 26/ . 5 18 , 27/
.83 5, 2 8/. 999, 2 9/ 1.0, 30
* ****DEFINITIONS****
*MRSS VARIABLE
* *** CAUTION**'? DO NOT INPUT LESS THAN 63000 RECNS
* MATERIAL REQUESTS FCR STANDARD STOCK ITEMS, LINE 03,NAVSUP
* FORM 1144 MONTHLY REPCRT
*
* PROCESSING TIMES AT WORK STATIONS
if.




* THTS IS THE TIME TO PROCESS ONE
* CUSTOMER SERVICES EDITING. CURRENTLY ONE CLERK HANDLES
* THF TOTAL INCOMING WORKLOAD WITH VIRTUALLY NO BACKLOG AS
* EVIDENCED FROM CUSTCMER SERVICE MONTHLY FEEDER REPORTS.
* WHFN THIS WORK AREA WAS ON DIMES STANDARDS* THE PROCESS-
'S-- ING RATE WAS 100/ HOUR/ CL E RK. THE PROCESSING RATE USED IS
* FROM DATA FROM THE MONTHLY SUPPLY DIST. AND I NV CONTROL
* OPERATIONS REPORT (NAVSUP FORM 1144), WHERE 1 HE
* AVG WORK UNITS FROM LINE 3 LESS AUTODIN DIVIDED BY AVG
* MANHOURS GAVE AN AVG UPPER HALF MH/WU = .002 THEREFORE
* STANDARD USED IN MODEL IS .002 HRS/TR ANS/CL ERK
*DEWRP VARIABLE
* REFERENCE IS DIMES CUSTOMER SERVICE DIVISION SURVEY, JULY
* 1970. THIS IS THE TIME FOR ONE SUPPLY CLERK TO PROCESS A
* DEMAND EXCEPTION OR WAREHOUSE RE FU SAL , . 0271 STD HRS/TRANS
*
#PUNP VARIABLE
* THIS IS THE TIME REQUIRED TO KEYPUNCH ONE DOCUMENT ON IBM
* 029/026/870 IN CUSTOMER SERVICES ,REF IS DIMES CUSTOMER
* SFRVICES STUDY, JULY 1970, OR THE TIME TO KEYPUNCH ONE
* 1348 IN DATA PROCESSING, REF IS DIMES ADPE OPERATIONS
* DIVISION STUDY, 29 MARCH 1968
* STD USED IN MODEL IS .006 HRS/TRANS
*FPIC1 FUNCTION ASSIGN ISSUE TIMES
* CATA SOURCE-DIMES WORK UNIT STDS,12 JUL 68
* P2 CODE TITLE STD HRS
* 1 ISSUE, BIN, HOTLINE .0680
* 2 ISSUF,BIN .0450
* 3 ISSUE, BULK .0730
* 7 ISSUE, BULK, NATL CITY. 1454
*
*PACF1 FUNCTION
* CATA SOURCE-DIMES MAR 69
* DIMES STANDARDS FOR PACKING
* AVG L/I PER PACK IS 3.46
* PI CODE PACK STD HRS/PACK STD HRS/LINE
* 2 LIGHT .1174 .0339
* 20 A/R LIGHT .0000 .3000
* 21 ROUGH/LOCAL .1359 .0392
* 1 HEAVY .7939 .2290
* 10 A/R HEAVY .0000 .0000




* CATA SOURCE-DIMES MAR 69
* DIM C S STANDARDS FOR MARKING
* AVG L/I PER PACK IS 3.46
* PI CODE PACK STD HRS/PACK STD HRS/LINE
* 2 LIGHT .0939 .0271
* 20 A/R LIGHT .0633 .0197
* 21 ROUGH/LOCAL .0000 .0000
* 1 HEAVY .1120 .0324




*FDIT STORAGF 2 EDITORS HANDLE LOAD
* THIS IS THE NO. OF WORKERS CURRENTLY EMPLOYED IN EDI T ING
* INCOMING REQUISITIONS IN CUSTOMER SERVICES.
*DEWR STORAGE
_„ Tkl nno/.^ rc
* THIS IS THF NO. OF WORKERS CURRENTLY EMPLOYED IN PROCESS-
* ING THE DEMAND EXCEPTIONS AND WAREHOUSE REFUSALS THAT ARc
* RETURNED TO CUSTOMER SERVICES.
*
*PUNCH STORAGE CUSTOMER SERVICES PUNCH
* THIS IS THE NUMBER OF KEYPUNCHES AVAILABLE IN THE CUS-
79






PR STORAGE DATA PROCESSING PUNCHING
THIS IS THE NUMBER OF KEYPUNCH OPERATORS IN DATA PROCESS-
ING THAT ARE READY TO PUNCH AND VERIFY 1348 TRANSACTIONS.
REF IS DIMES ADPE OPERATIONS DIVISION STUDY, 29 MARCH
1968. THE AVG DAILY HOURS FOR 1348 PUNCH AND
L0AD=24.46 HRS. THE TOTAL DAILY WORK UNIT ST.
=165.59 HRS. THE TOTAL CARD PUNCH OPERATORS,






NUMBER CF WORKERS CURRENTLY ENGAGED
AT NATIONAL CITY AND BROADWAY. REF
















CURRENTLY ENGAGED IN PACKING AT BWDY
. REF IS DIMES PACKING AND PRESERVATION
ARCH 1969
CURRENTLY ENGAGED IN MARKING AT BROAD-
CITY. REF IS DIMES PACKING AND PRESER-
ARCH 1969.
NUMBER OF DRIVERS AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL
IES
OTHER VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS
*
*AUTOI VARIABLE
* THIS IS THE PARTS
* DIN INPUT. OBSER
* FEEDER REPORTS FO
*
*GROSS VARIABLE
* THIS IS THE GROSS
* DEFINED AS LINE
PER THOUSAND OF AVG INPUT THAT IS




MATERIAL AVAILABILITY AT NSC SAN DIEGO
7/LINE 03,NAVSUP FORM 1144
*PR£P VARIABLE
* THIS IS THE PARTS
* THAT ARE RECEIVED
* AVG INPUT/WORKDAY
* INPUT FEEDER REPO
* PROCESSING KEY PUNCH RECORD CGNTEN
* 1972 THE AVG 1348'S PUNCHED/WORKDAY
PER THOUSAND OF CUSTOMER INPUT
PREPUNCHED AT CUSTOMER SERVICE:
WAS OBTAINED FROM T HE CUSTOMER








* THIS IS THE PARTS PER THOUSAND OF LOTTED GP3 AND GP2
* TRANSACTIONS THAT ARE RETURNED FOR PROCESSING AS A DEMAND
* EXCEPTION OR WAREHOUSE REFUSAL. REF IS CUSTOMER SERVICE
* MONTHLY FEEDER REPORTS c OR JUN-SEP 1972.
*NCPER VARIABLE
* THIS IS THE %
*GENF2 FUNCTION







RN1,D8 ASSIGN LOT NUMBERS
THIS FUNCTION ASSIGNS A LOT NUMBER TO EACH TRANSACTION
THIS IS DONE IN AGREEMENT WITH THE ISSUE GROUP PRIORITIES
PERCENTAGES AS OBTAINED FROM CUSTOMER SERVICES DIVISION

























8 COLD STR 3.8?
1 FUNCTION RN1,D10
LIVERY ZONE DISTRIBUTION-DATA SOURCE TRANS STUDY, DEC 71
* MASTER CLOCK-CCNTROLS WORKING HOURS, LUNCH BREAKS, ETC
*
*
* GENERATE A CAY OF THE WEEK COUNT
TEST FOR WORKDAY-KILL TRANSACTION IF SAT OR SUN
DAY VARIABLE NSDAYG37 M0N=1 ,TUE=2 , WED=3 t THU=4, FRI =
5
SAT=6,SUN=0
DAYV BVARIABLE ( V $D AY • LE 5 ) ••' ( V $DAY »NE ' ) TRUE= >WORKDA Y
DAYG GENERATE 2400,,1,,,0
KILL TERMINATE
PLACE DELAYS IN ADVANCE BLOCKS BY ADDING SAVEVALUE MCSVl
*
WORK STARTS AT 0730 HOURS
GENERATE 2400 , , 750 , ,
6
TEST F BV$DAYV,K1 ,KILL
:OUNT SAVEVALUE MCSVl, KO.H
LUNCH FROM 1130 TO 1230






ADVANCE 400 TRANS DEPART TIME IS 1130 HRS
SAVEVALUE MCSVl, K130,H
ADVANCE ICO TRANS DEPART TIME IS 1230 HRS
SAVEVALUE MCSVl, KO.H
WORK STOPS AT 1630 HRS
TEST NE V$0AY,K5,KILL KILL ON FRIDAYS
ADVANCE 400 TRANS DEPART TIME IS 1630 HRS
SAVEVALUE MC S VI , K 150 ,H
TERMINATE






WORK STOPS FOR TWO DAYS EVERY OTHER WEEK IN DATA
PROCESSING { OR AT 14 DAY INTERVALS) BECAUSE OF
ACCUMULATION 0^ OTHER WORK AREA OVERLOADS
GENERATE 3360 0, , 16800 ,,,
SAVEVALUE MC SV2 , K4800 ,
H
RESET DATA PROC PUNCH WORK STOPAGE OF 2 CAYS BACK TO





GENERATION OF CUSTOMER REOUISTIONS
DEFINE FUNCTION TO RANDOMLY SELECT THE NUMBER OF REONS
81

* DATA SOURCE CUST SVC DIV INPUT FEEDER REPORTS JUN-JUL-AUG
* SEP 72
1 FUNCTION RN1,C11 DISTBN OF MONDAY'S INPUT
0,- 2500/. 06 7,-20 30/. 200, -1500/. 40, -10 00/. 533 , -500/ .667 ,0/
.73 3, 2 500/. 80 0,3 500/ .867, 4000/. 933, 5000/ 1.0, 6500
A
2 FUNCTION RN1,C6 DISTBN CF TUESDAY'S INPUT
0,-300 0/. 12 5, -250 0/. 37 5, -200 0/. 62 5, -1500/. 8 12, -100 0/1. 0,-500
3 FUNCTION RN1,C7 DISTEN CF WEDNESDAY'S INPUT
0,-2500/. 118. -2000/. 47 1,- 1500/. 647, -500/. 823,0/. 941,500/
1.0,2500
4 FUNCTION RN1,C8 DISTBN OF THURSDAY'S INPUT
0.-2 5 0/. 056, -2000/. 278 ,-150 0/. 566, -1000/. 7 78, -5 00/. 833, 500/
.889, 1000/1.0, 2000
*
5 FUNCTION RN1,C9 DISTBN OF FRIDAY'S INPUT
0,-1000/. 16 7, -500/. 4 4 4,0/. 5 51, 50 0/. 722, 100 0/. 778, 1500/
.889, 2 000/. 944. 2 50 0/1. 0,3 000
6 FUNCTION P3,D4 PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT FUNCTION
1 ,4/2,3/3,2/4,1
7 FUNCTION P3,D4 PRIORITY SORTING FUNCTION
1,GPA/2,WTHRU/3.GP8/4,GPC
8 FUNCTION V$DAY,E5 ASSIGN A FUNCTION TO A FNC
l,FNl/2,FN2/3,FN3/4, FN4/5,FN5
11 FUNCTION RN1,D6 ASSIGNS PACK CODE TO PI




* ASSIGNS PICKING TYPE TO THE GP1/WT TRANSACTIONS
14 FUNCTION RN1,D3
.46,2/. 77,3/1. 0,7
* ASSIGNS PICKING TYPE TO THE GP2/GP3 TRANS
'GENFl FUNCTION RN1,C8 TTME-DEMAND DISTBN
.63 8, 25/. 6 58, 5 0/. 73 2, 100/. 830, 12 5/. 881, 275/. 8 96,325/. 963, 60
GENF3 FUNCTION P5,D4 ASSIGN ISGP PRIORITIES TO ?3
1 ,1 /2, 2/3, 3/4,
4
* ASSIGN P3=l TO ISSUE GROUP 1
* ASSIGN P3=2 TO WALKTHRU'S
* ASSIGN P3=3 TO ISSUE GRCUP 2
* ASSIGN P3=4 TO ISSUE GROUP 3
*
3 VARIABLE V$ MR SS /21 0+FN8 /10+ 50
* COMPUTE RANDOM DAILY INPUT ASSUMMING 21 WORKDAYS PER MON
*
* CREATE THE DAILY REOUISTION INPUT
GENERATE 2400, , 750 , , ,6 REOUISI T IONS ARRIVE NSCSD
* 0730 HRS, MONDAY T HRU FRIDAY
TEST E BV$DAYV,K1 ,KILL KILL IF SAT OR SUN
ASSIGN 4.NSDAYG ASSIGN CREATION DATE TO P4
TRANX SPLIT V3,NEXT CREATE V3 TRANSACTIONS
NEXT ASSIGN 5,FN$GEN C 2 ASSIGN LOT PRIORITY TO °5
ASSIGN 3,FN$GENF3 ASSIGN ISGP PRIORITIES IN P3
PRIORITY FN6 ASSIGN PRIORITY PER FUNCTION 6
ASSIGN 1.FN11 ASSIGNS PACKING COCE
ADVANCE 450,450 DEMANDS ARRIVE UNIFORMLY OVER
MARK THE WORKDAY



















2,.FN12 ASSIGNS PICKING COCES
.VSAUTOI ,EDIT1 ,AUTOD 32.7? ARRIVE VIA AUTO
2, FN 14
ASSIGNS PICK TYPE TO P2 TO GP3
AND GP2 TRANSACTIONS
ARRIV
.V$AUTOI,EDITl,AUTOD 22.3% ARRIVE VIA AUTO
2. FN 14
ARRI V
P5,K8,EDIT1 COLD STORAGE REONS TO EDIT
.VSAUTOI, EDIT1, AUTOD 22.3% ARRIVE VIA AUTO


















P3,D2 GPl'S TO CUST SVC,2,3'S TO CPU
AUTO, FIFO
RY TWO HCURS-SEE MESSENGER SECTION
FN,AUTF1 GPl'S TO CUST SVC,2,3'S TO CPU
























CLOCK TIME 0001 TO 2400 HOURS
GENERATE FLOOR BOSS TO PICK UP
PICKING TICKETS EACH WEEKDAY
MORNING.
BV$DAYV,K1 ,KILL KILL IF SAT OR SUN
CPU, MID, ALL
200,0,300 CREATE MESSENGER TO TAKE GP1S
UNLCTTED TO PICKING EVERY 2 HRI
AND TO TAKE GP3S AND GP2S TO
DATA PROCESSING EVERY 2 HOURS.
V5,K800,KILL START EACH DAY AT 0800
V5,K1600,KILL DON'T SEND MESSENGER AFTER
1600 EACH AFTERNOON




AUTO, AUTOT, ALL AUTCDIN REONS CISPATCHED
CUSTOMER SERVICES EDITING
EDIT1 QUEUE EDIT, 10 STATISTICS GENERATED FOR TRANS
WAITING TO 3E EDITED IN
CUSTOMER SERVICES. THIS




























































IF STORAGE IS FULL. IF




8,CCLDS KILL COLD STORAGE
THIS FUNCTION SENDS BEARER/
GP1/GP2 TO THE CUSTOMER SER-
VICE PUNCH, AND SENDS GPS TRAN
TO DATA PROCESSING VIA CHAIN
2 EVERY 2 HOURS
P3,D2























DEWR, 13 QUEUE FOR DEMAND EXCEPTIONS
KICKED BACK BY THE COMPUTER













,PROC SEND THE INSTQCK DEWR RE-














































,PUN TEST IF STORAGE IS FULL
,P3
, 10
»PUN,1 ^,.OSS,TERM, INSTK SEND ONLY THAT % GP1S
BEARERS, AND GP2S TO PICKING
THAT IS IN STOCK. KILL
STOCHASTICALLY. ASSUME OVER-












ON GROSS EFFECTIVENESS FROM
1972 MONTHLY 1144 REPORTS.
FN, 10 GP1 AMD BEARERS ARE SENT TO
PICKING SINCE THEY WERE IM-
PUTED INTO THE COMPUTER WHEN
PUNCHED. GP2 TRANS ARE SENT TO






$NCPER , P I CK1
,
NCPI C SEND THAT % OF WT«S
AND GP1S THAT SHOULD BE PICKED









LINK ALL BROADWAY GPl'S
UNTIL MESSENGER TAKES THEM TO
PICKING EVERY TWO HOURS
SEND ALL WALKTHRUS TO PICKING
WAIT FOR MESSENGER TO DELIVER















































TEST IF PUNCH STORAGE IS FULL
DATA PRCC PUNCH STORAGE
















.V$GROSS, TERM, FALL TERM STOCHASTICALLY
THAT % OF TRANSACTIONS WHICH
THE COMPUTER WOULD HAVE CALLED
NIS/NC.
COLD STORAGE ENTERS HERE
20 .10
CPU, 10 QUEUE FOR GP2S AND GP3S TO BE
LOTTED THIS NIGHT.
CPU,P5 TRANS TO BE LOTTED THIS DAY AT
NC AND BWDY.AT MIDNIGHT THEY
ARE LOTTED AND AT C730 THE
PICKING TICKETS ARE PICKED UP
BY THE FLOOR BOSS AND T AKEN
TO THE WAREHOUSE.
CPU, 10
r ^ . ,








MIDI TRANSFER FN, 21
STANDARD STOCK GP3 AND GP2
REQUESTS BACK TO CUSTOMFR
SERVICES FOR PROCESSING.
SEND TO NC OR BWDY PICKING
* STORAGE DI VISICN-PICKING OPERATION AT BROADWAY
CI VARIABLE FN$FPIC1+XH$MCSV1
PICKING TIME VARIABLE ( VP I C 1 J = ISSUE TIME(FPICl) + DELAY
TIME(XHl) DUE TO LUNCH ER EAKS » OVE P N I GHT , AND WEEKENDS




















































PLACE TRANS ON CHAIN 'PICK*
IN LOT NUMBER SEQUENCE




PLACES ITEM ON CONVEYO
1 AS A TRANS LEAVES THIS STOR,
ANOTHER IS ALLOWED TO ENTER
STORE THE VALUE IN PARAM 5
STORE THE CREATION DATE
GPl'S DIRECT TO PACKING
WALKTHRU'S GO OUT HERE
CHECK FOR PARTIALLY COMPLETED
FINISH ANY PARTIAL LOT BEFORE














2400, 165C, , ,0 THE TIME IS 1630 HOURS
BV$DAYV,K1 ,KILL KILL IF SAT OR SUN








LOT 3.01 HRS T
*
*






CHANGE PARTIAL LOT # TO LCT7
THIS INSURES THIS LOT WILL BE
COMPLETED T HE NEXT WORKDAY
BEFORE STARTING ON A NEW LOT


























UNLINK PACK, PACKA , Kl, 3, Kl , PACKU
TRANSFER ,MARKO
UNLINK PACK, PACKA, 1
*
*
*" MAR KING "OPE RAT I ON AT* BROADWAY*
*
. ..« ...,












TEST NE PI, KO, STAB PARCEL D OST OUT HERE

















DD1348-1'S ARRIVE EACH MORNING
AND AWAIT PICKING































PLACE TRANS ON CHAIN 'NPIC
IN LOT NUM3ER SEQUENCE
WORKMAN TAKES A PICKING TAG
STORE THE VALUE IN PARAM 5
STORE THE CLOCK TIME
WORKMAN PICKS ITEM
WORKMAN PLACES ITEM ON CONVEYO
AS A TRANS LEAVES THIS STOR,
ANOTHER IS ALLOWED TO ENTER
GP1' S DIRECT TO PACKING
WALKTHRU'S GO OUT HERE








2400, 165C, , ,0 THE TIME IS 1630 HOURS
BV$DAYV,K1 ,KILL KILL IF SAT OR SUN





DELAY PARTIAL LOT C.01 HR S TO
AVOID LOOPING
CHANGE PARTIAL LOT ft TO L0T7
THIS INSURES THIS LCT WILL BE
COMPLETED THE NEXT WORKDAY
BEFORE STARTING ON A NEW LOT


























RN1,D6 ASSIGN PACK CODE
















































PARCEL POST OUT HERE
ALL GPl'S OUT HERE
STAGING OPERATION
STAF4 FUNCTION P3 , D4
1, IGPl/2,BEAR/3, IGP2/4, IGP3
rr
ZONE DELIVERY SYSTEM
MONCAY DELIVER TO ZONES 7,9,1,2,5 IN THAT PRIORITY
TUESCAY DELIVER TO ZONES 6,8,3,9,4 IN THAT PRIORITY
WEDNESDAY DELIVER TO ZONES 7,8,9,5 IN THAT PRIORITY
THURSCAY DELIVER TO ZONES 9,1,2 IN THAT PRIORITY
FRIDAY DELIVER TO ZONES 6,8,3,9,4 IN THAT PRIORITY
TRANSPORTATION HAS CAPABILITY OF MOVING 4300 L/I'S PER DA




















































































18*V$DRIVE EACH DRIVER IS CAP4ELE OF DE-




ASSIGN DELIVERY ZONE P2
STORE EY DELIVERY
FIFO-IN, FIRST-OUT
CHAINS 21 THRU 30
2400, ,800 DELIVER to QNE ZONE





























200, OUT 3-SHIFT PROCESSING OF GPi'S


















































OF QUEUE CELAY TIMES
EDIT,0, 100, 10
PUNCH, ,100,10




PACK, 0, 100, 10
MARK, 0,100,10
NP ICO, 100, 10
NPACO, ICO, 10







































































(TB$IGP2+( 1645*TD$IGP2/100Q) ) /24














































































STORAGE UTILIZATION COMPUTATION SECTION
AVERAGE UTILIZATION OF STORAGE CAP AC ITY= ( A VG CONTENTS)
DIVIDED BY (STORAGE CAPACITY)





















* AVERAGE UTILIZATION OF CAPACITY
UTIV2 FVARIABLE X*l* 100/ ( ( S*l+R*l )*N$UT ILA )
* COMPUTE THE PRODUCTION FACILITY RATE
PRODR VARIABLE 100*SC*1 /( 8*N$C0UMT* ( S- 1+R*1 ) )























39 VARIABLE 21 0*N$PROC/N$COUNT
40 VARIABLE
41 VARIABLE 1000* V40/V39
42 VARIABLE 21 0*N$ I GP1 /N$COUNT
43 VARIABLE 21 0* ( N $ I G P2 + N$ BE AR ) /N$COUNT




46 VARIABLE 10 00*N S0UT2 /N$0UT2A
47 VARIABLE 10 00*N SOUT 3/N$ I GP3
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A computer model which simulates the processing of requisition.
)r standard stock material at NSC San Diego is constructed. The
)del is designed to enable NSC San Diego to determine those work
:ations which are bottlenecks and to view the effects of changes
l total throughput time caused by changes in manpower resources
id administrative procedures. Output from the computer
-mulation model includes an analysis of throughput time by issue
:iority group, and summary data on work center utilizations and
ilay times. Total throughput time is compared to Uniform
iterial Movement and Issue Priority System time standards. The
itomated materials handling system seems to achieve its goals;
)wever large delays are seen to occur in the staging area where
:ems await local transportation. These delays are reflected most
ritically in the statistics for the percentage of issue priority
roup two material shipped on time. Variations of the basic model
;re analyzed. The combination of a six day workweek and an in-
reased local delivery schedule resulted in substantial improvement
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